In Fond Memory of Harry Prats

Harry Prats was passionate about helping young men and women succeed in achieving their goal of a college education. This passion found a home in the TASS Conference which is dedicated to helping first year college students succeed, and Harry put his heart and soul into TASS from its inception.

In the early years of TASS, Harry did whatever it took to make the conference successful. This included everything from selecting and securing conference sites to reviewing proposals and recruiting keynote speakers to personally hauling and setting up A/V equipment. It was this hard work and dedication that allowed the TASS Conference to grow and flourish.

Harry embraced all of us who worked with him over the years with his love and compassion. His friendship enriched and made us better individuals.

Harry Prats left an indelible mark on the TASS Conference that will never be forgotten.

We love and miss you.